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What you should know about nuclear energy -->

(1) Nuclear energy is NOT carbon-emission-free.Nuclear power plants release 90 140 g of C02
per kwh

AND, each nuclear power plant releases massive amounts of Carbon-14 which is CONVERTED
TO C02 in the atmosphere!

Nuclear energy = Carbonl4 = C02 = Climate Change

(2) Nuclear power plants also release dangerous radiation into the air and water during their daily
operations.

This radiation is linked to all kinds of cancers, heart disease, diabetes, birth defects, miscarriages,
thyroid problems, leukemia,
the list goes on and on

(3) During refueling, nuclear power plants can release up to 1,OOOX the amount of radiation and
Dr. Ian Fairlie believes this is what causes
the increases in childhood leukemias around nuclear power plants.
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(4) Let's discuss the childhood leukemias and cancer deaths that researchers say arecaused by
nuclear energy:

Quote from Dr. Ernest Sternglass --->

The official measurements carried out by the Office ofRadiological Health, and by the
government, and the Public HealthService, they measured the radiation doses around the first
bigreactors in Dresden near Chicago, and they found that indeed therewere doses almost as high as
half of the normal background, andaccording to Dr. Stewarts finding, that would mean an
increaseof 40-50% in childhood cancers and leukemias around the fence ofevery nuclear plant.

SOURCE: youtube /watch?v=hN7rcj SnxZs

(5) Let's also not forget Dr. John Gofman's research which states that approximately 1,600
CANCER DEATHS PER YEARcan becaused by EACHnuclear power plant.

(6) Nuclear waste is the largest form of LONG-TERM DEBT that any country with nuclear energy
will ever have.

The cost to store nuclear waste for 250,000 years could bankrupt a country as the cost is
INFINITE.

(7) The cost of a nuclear meltdown is astronomical. One TRILLION dollars and counting for
Fukushima and Chernobyl.
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